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Figure 1: An instructor (orange) teaching a learner (green) how to play a chord on a guitar in mixed reality using Loki. The
learner, who is in VR (d), observes the instructor who is in AR (a) demonstrating the chord. The learner uses spatial annotations
to ask a question about the performance. Then, both enter AR and the learner begins to practice while the instructor provides
occasional coaching (b, e). Lastly, the learner performance is recorded, and both instructor and learner review the recorded
performance in VR and discuss the errors (c, f).

physical tasks, and present Loki, a novel system which
explores the various dimensions of this space. Loki leverages
video, audio and spatial capture along with mixed-reality
presentation methods to allow users to explore and annotate
the local and remote environments, and record and review
their own performance as well as their peer’s. The system
design of Loki also enables easy transitions between
different configurations within the explored design space.
We validate its utility through a varied set of scenarios and a
qualitative user study.

ABSTRACT

Remotely instructing and guiding users in physical tasks has
offered promise across a wide variety of domains. While it
has been the subject of many research projects, current
approaches are often limited in the communication
bandwidth (lacking context, spatial information) or
interactivity (unidirectional, asynchronous) between the
expert and the learner. Systems that use Mixed-Reality
systems for this purpose have rigid configurations for the
expert and the learner. We explore the design space of bidirectional mixed-reality telepresence systems for teaching
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to remotely guide and instruct users in physical
tasks has great value due to its ability to connect novices with
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experts and improve the way people learn new skills and
trades [12, 14]. The ability to re-skill and develop workers
effectively is especially important as the nature of work
changes and workforces become more dynamic [36]. Within
the HCI community, researchers have leveraged novel
interfaces such as AR, VR and other modalities to guide or
teach physical skills and activities [1, 13, 43, 48, 51]. This
research has driven commercial offerings which aim to direct
users and provide guidance on job sites and during
maintenance tasks [54, 55, 56]. However, these approaches
have typically relied on asynchronous learning, tutorial
generation, or presenting contextually relevant information
such as guidance cues. Additionally, these approaches often
rely on a single modality of capture and presentation data
streams (e.g., 2D video, AR), in order to teach or guide the
remote participant. While these methods can be effective, the
spatial nature of physical tasks is often lost or reduced, as is
the ability to interact with an instructor in a bi-directional
manner. A rich interaction with an instructor can result in
tailored guidance and can close the loop by supporting
demonstrations by the instructor [7, 26, 41, 53].

the instructor and learner closer together, which in turn
allows for richer collaboration and improved training
opportunities. We discuss and illustrate the value of Loki’s
mode transitions and corresponding system features through
scenarios performed using the working Loki system. The
scenarios illustrate that these additional affordances can
allow users to learn a variety of physical tasks in a flexible
manner. We also then discuss a qualitative user evaluation of
Loki in which users learnt a 3D foam carving task remotely.

In recent years, telepresence technology has advanced
rapidly with commoditization of real-time spatial capture
devices [57], more prevalent availability of VR and AR
interfaces, and novel interactions for mixed-reality (MR)
interfaces [27, 32]. These technologies have the potential to
augment current training techniques and bridge the gap
between instructor and learner by leveraging contextual cues,
spatial information, allowing recording and playback of
scenes, and enabling spatial annotations. However, it is not
evident how to leverage these novel technologies in
combination to exploit their unique value.

BACKGROUND: TEACHING PHYSICAL TASKS

The primary contributions of this paper are:
• A design space that explores real-time bi-directional
mixed-reality based remote training of physical tasks.
• A set of interaction techniques that allow users to
navigate and utilize the breadth of information and
presentation modalities within this space as well as
enable effective learning workflows.
• The development of a real-time bi-directional depthcapture based mixed-reality telepresence system.
• An initial qualitative evaluation of the utility of mode
transitions and the Loki system itself.
The question of how to appropriately teach physical
procedural skills has received significant attention in the
learning sciences as well as in specialized domains where
such skills are essential to job performance, for example in
surgery [38, 39] and athletics [20, 29]. Several learning
theories are particularly applicable when designing systems
to support skill acquisition.
Fitts and Posner’s three-stage model of motor skill
acquisition [9] describes a process that begins with a
cognitive stage (where movements are actively observed,
reasoned and talked about); an associative phase, where
some aspects of movement are controlled consciously and
some aspects are automated; and the autonomous phase,
where movements become fluid, accurate, and largely
automatic. Focus shifts from acquiring gross, general
movements to finer details through this process.

While prior work has introduced specific configurations of
MR-based instruction, we present a broader design space
exploring this domain and highlight the importance and
utility of moving between the different configurations, based
on the learning sciences literature. From this exploration, we
develop and introduce Loki (Figure 1), a system for physical
task training that supports operations across the different
dimensions of the proposed design space. In this work, we
will refer to them as ‘transitions’. Loki supports these
transitions between the various modalities and data enabled
by mixed-reality. These transitions are important to facilitate
learning throughout the skill acquisition process, since the
learner needs can change even within the course of a single
session of learning a physical skill.

Collins et al.’s model of cognitive apprenticeship [7]
highlights the changing role of the teacher in moving a
learner from novice to expert performance. It starts with the
teacher modeling a desired action while the learner observes,
then offering feedback through coaching and scaffolding as
learner performs it, and finally a phase for the learner for
review and reflection.
Kolb’s experiential learning cycle [26] also highlights the
importance of action and reflection, and distinguishes four
stages: having a concrete experience, reflecting on it,
followed by abstract conceptualization (drawing
conclusions), and active experimentation.

Loki is comprised of two symmetric spaces. Each space
supports a single user and contains an immersive mixedreality display utilizing pass-through AR to enable
transitions between virtual and augmented reality. The
physical environment of each user is spatially captured and
streamed in real-time to the remote user alongside video,
audio and annotation data. Both users are able to navigate
between their local and remote environments in real-time,
and also interact synchronously with live as well as recorded
data. This flexibility allows for novel workflows that bring

Taken together, these theories suggest that any system
targeted at teaching physical tasks should be dynamic and
fulfill several requirements: allow the learner to observe the
teacher (for modeling) and vice versa (for coaching);
allowing the teacher to provide effective feedback during a
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task performance (live) or after a task (through a recording);
enabling abstraction and conceptualization for both teacher
and learner (e.g., through annotations and other ways of
going beyond direct observation); and supporting a learner’s
reflection after a task performance, e.g., by jointly reviewing
its recording. Loki satisfies these requirements by allowing
the learner and instructor to select appropriate views and
representations of each other’s performance spaces.

Physical Task Guidance Systems

There has been substantial prior work exploring the use of
immersive environments and new technology for teaching
physical tasks [1, 4, 5, 29, 48, 49, 51]. Most systems designed
to support the teaching of physical tasks are automated
systems, with the system providing automated feedback
through heuristics or measures computed from comparisons
to template actions [12, 48, 51]. These systems often focus
on experiential learning, allowing the trainees to perform an
action and then receive some feedback from their actions
which they can reflect on. However, this feedback is often
coarse, and may sometimes be inaccurate. This approach
may not be appropriate for teaching physical tasks, which
often requires the learner to first observe a demonstration by
the instructor, perform it themselves alongside the instructor,
and then get feedback [7, 15, 25, 49]. Additionally, providing
learners with some control over the availability and modality
of feedback has been shown to be beneficial for learning [20,
42].

RELATED WORK

Loki is grounded on past models of skill acquisition, and
primarily builds on prior works in the areas of teaching and
learning physical tasks, remote collaboration and immersive
physical guidance systems.
Telepresence and Collaboration

There is a large corpus of work investigating remote
collaboration and immersive telepresence [10]. Early work
in the area focused on remote guidance primarily using 2D
video call interfaces with integrated annotations [3, 16, 17].
There have also been prior work that identify the value of
collaboration using a mixed-reality setup [47] and have
proposed useful extensions such as spatial 3D annotations
and tracked objects [33, 47, 50]. Further work by Ishii et. al
identified that for a seamless remote collaborative
experience, it is not sufficient to have only 2D annotations,
but it is also important to have access to both physical as well
as digital tools, awareness of gaze and gesture and a way to
manage the digital and physical workspaces [18]. We build
on these works and offer the ability to provide rich, 3D
annotations in the fully captured spatial context on both sides
of the telepresence experience.

Current AR/VR systems for teaching physical tasks
primarily focus only on the psychomotor phase of learning
[1, 14, 43]. However, this is just a part of learning physical
tasks, another part being the elements of the environment and
associated interactions with them. Currently, we are unaware
of any systems that fully support cognitive apprenticeship
[7]. To address this gap, Loki provides a bi-directional
interface, where both the learner and instructor can transition
between each other’s environments to enable modeling,
coaching and reflection in a meaningful manner.
DESIGNING REMOTE TEACHING OF PHYSICAL TASKS

The performance and instruction of physical tasks occurs in
a particular space across a duration of time. In addition to
these two fundamental dimensions, we explore how new AR,
VR and spatial capture technology can be used to record,
augment and facilitate the remote teaching of physical skills.
We present these four dimensions of perceived space, time,
the display configuration and data modality to form a design
space (Figure 2) which can be used to categorize systems.

Prior work in collaborative telepresence has shown the needs
as well as benefits of access to multiple viewpoints of the
remote collaborator [8, 11, 22, 30, 31, 35, 40, 44, 46]. There
have been different techniques proposed to provide these
viewpoints, such as providing controls for a mobile camera
[8,40] but these approaches can add to the cognitive load of
the user, requiring them to understand the spatial layout of
each camera and actively manipulate them. Some systems
automate viewpoint selection [30, 31, 37], however this may
fail in the case of a real-time teaching systems as the learner
may have a different learning goal that would require them
to prefer one viewpoint over the other.

Perceived Space

Lastly, real-time spatial capture has enabled novel
interactions that are free from many technological
constraints. Room-sized spatial data capture has enabled
interactive, dynamic spaces [19, 21] that can capture and
respond to users’ intents and actions within them, or even
modify the digital appearance of these spaces across time
[28]. Recent advances to these underlying technologies have
allowed for real-time 3D meshing and point cloud rendering
enabling true, unencumbered room-scale telepresence [27,
32]. Loki builds on these technologies and leverages them to
create a system which aims to improve training of physical
tasks through unique combinations of, and transitions
between, different technologies and data.

Local
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Figure 2: The dimensions of the design space for remote
teaching of physical tasks.
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Figure 3: Prior work in the area as they fall within the design space outlined above.

There are other elements of this space that one could explore
(e.g., haptics, hand-held AR, embedded sensors), however,
this design space focuses primarily on mixed-reality displays
which seem to have the largest potential for this domain,
though this space could be expanded upon in future work.

augmented reality as a means to observe and interact with
user’s own space. This gives the user a direct view of the
environment, the ability to interact with it naturally, as well
as the ability to augment and annotate the local space.
Additionally, augmented reality enables the user to situate
the remote person in their own space and interact with them
as if they are actually present there. However, when viewing
the remote environment or reviewing a recorded data, having
an AR view of their current space may be distracting. For
these circumstances, Loki offers the ability to enter virtual
reality, where only the data is rendered, thereby allowing the
user to eliminate distractions from their current environment
and focus on the data of interest for modeling and reflection.
We focus on head-mounted displays, which enable switching
between VR and AR. Other display configurations, such as
projected or hand-held video-see-through AR, are also
possible, but outside the scope of our current investigation.

Perceived Space

The perceived space dimension refers to which space(s),
environments, and people the user can currently see and
interact with. In the case of a bi-directional interface, each
user has the potential to see and interact with their own local
space, which is the environment that they are physically
within and the objects within that space. The user would
primarily interact in this space to execute the task or action
in their own environment with their own objects or tools. The
user may also see the other participant’s remote space, which
is the environment and objects of the other user. In this space,
the user can observe, inspect and comment on the remote
user’s actions, body movements, and their interactions with
tools or objects. Additionally, a user may see and interact
with both their own local space as well as the remote space.
With this configuration, a user can see and interact with the
remote user as they perform a task within their own local
environment, facilitating a ‘work-along’ scenario. A user
may also choose to see no environment, and only render the
audio and an avatar of the remote user. This configuration
can provide a modality to have focused conversation about
the task, free from other environmental distractions.

Data Modality

The data modality dimension refers to the type of data
collected and used to convey the information. Using spatial
data capture, the user can see and interact with the local or
remote space using a 3D reconstruction of that environment.
This spatial information allows the user to obtain 3D
information not readily available through other forms (e.g.,
video), to navigate to novel viewpoints to avoid issues with
occlusion, and to add annotations in 3D space. Additionally,
the user could see a video of the space. The video can provide
a high resolution, easily understood mechanism to
comprehend the environment and activities. In the local
space, multiple videos can provide varied viewpoints to
enable third-person views of the user’s own actions and
environment. There are many other technologies that can be
leveraged to provide novel lenses to view and interact with
the spaces (e.g., embedded sensors, infrared or other nonvisual imaging, recording audio), however we limit our
exploration in this paper to the ones described above.

Time

The time dimension refers to “when” the data, that the users
are interacting with, was captured. The data could be live
data, in which case the users see a real-time view of their
local or remote space. It could also be a recorded data stream
of their actions which facilitates collaborative review and
reflection on any action. In this case, users can navigate the
recordings of the data streams and review the local, remote,
or both environments. When viewing recorded data, the
interactions between the two users are synchronous allowing
them to communicate using voice, gesture, and gaze even
though the data they are viewing is a recording of the past.

Summary

This design space can be used to characterize key design
decisions in prior work and elucidate important gaps (Figure
3). Notably, most prior work makes a single set of choices
along these dimensions and enforces that the learner has one
type of display while the instructor has another. For example,
remote assistance systems [37] often focus exclusively on

Display Configuration

The display configuration dimension refers to how the user
can see and interact with the space, which can take many
forms depending on the technology available. We explore
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real-time video information sent to the instructor, with only
an audio channel for the learner. Some recent mixed reality
projects offer access to both live and recorded spatial data
[28, 32] but do not offer symmetric affordances for local and
remote participants.

data from all of them is calibrated and consolidated within a
single hologlyph. The hologlyph can be scaled, positioned
and rotated within the space using the hand controllers.
Video – The 2D color video streams captured by the Kinects
are presented in a floating window above the menu (Figure
4). The window is repositionable within the environment,
allowing a user to position it in a convenient spot. The user
can switch between the available camera feeds by raycasting
at the video with the controller and pressing the trigger.
Additionally, when teleporting around the hologlyph, if a
user teleports to one of the snap-teleport spots (discussed
later) associated with a camera, the camera feed will update
with the relevant video feed. While viewing recorded data,
the video widget has a scrubbing thumb to allow the user to
navigate back and forth through time. Scrubbing this
timeline updates the playback time for both the video as well
as the data within the hologlyph.

A key insight from our background review of the learning
literature is that teaching physical tasks involves several
distinct phases – observation of the teacher and the learner
and vice versa; real-time feedback and reflection on past
performance; and shifting foci from gross movements to
detailed, subtle actions. Within a single training session, the
ability to switch fluidly between these configurations could
be very beneficial as the learning environment can be
tailored to the optimal communication mechanism for that
stage of learning. As a result, the interfaces for both the
teacher and the learner need to be flexible enough to support
these multiple different modes of interaction.

2D Video Interface

THE LOKI SYSTEM

Loki enables remote instruction of physical tasks using bidirectional, mixed-reality telepresence (Figure 4). The
system comprises two spaces, each of which is equipped with
multiple cameras that capture RGB and depth data from the
respective spaces. These cameras are tracked, enabling them
to be repositioned in the space to allow the remote participant
to capture optimal viewing angles. This also enables focus +
context interactions [2], providing higher resolution and/or
overall context as needed. The user wears a mixed-reality
display (HTC Vive + Zed Mini) allowing them to transition
between AR and VR and adapt the interface to their needs,
performing input via two 6-DOF Vive controllers.
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Figure 4: Loki overview, showing the view from the learner’s
perspective while they are in AR, viewing the remote location
live, through the hologlyph and video. (Note: Menu UI text
emphasized for figure clarity)

Interface Components

To navigate between the data streams and presentation
modalities, Loki supports a variety of interface primitives.

Menu – To control the various modes and features available
within Loki, a simple 2D menu is available which is
interacted with, via raycasting using the controllers (Figure
4). The menu is spatially linked to the video and can be
repositioned or collapsed when not in use to reduce visual
obstruction and complexity of the scene. It provides
shortcuts to quickly reset viewpoints and scales, rendering
the hologlyph in full-scale, or in a miniature view [45]. It also
contains buttons to selectively enable recording and
playback of the local and remote spaces as well as allows
users to switch between AR and VR, depending on which
mode might be more relevant to their current task.

Synchronous Avatar – To facilitate collaboration, Loki offers
a real-time rendering of the remote user’s relative position
from which they observe the local user’s space. This is done
by rendering a 3D model of a set of head and hands that
correspond to the remote user’s head and hand poses as
tracked by the HTC Vive. The avatar allows the local user to
have a sense of what the remote user is seeing. The finer hand
movements and gestures need to be observed using the
combination of video and a hologlyph, described below.
Synchronous Audio – A real-time audio connection allows
the remote and local users to speak and communicate
verbally. It also relays ambient audio of the room (e.g., the
sounds of power tools, musical instruments, etc.). Currently,
the audio is just a single channel and not spatially mapped.

Interactions

To navigate the spaces and interact with the content, Loki
supports several interaction primitives.

Hologlyph – The spatial data is captured by depth cameras
(Kinects) and rendered within a 3D widget (a hologlyph) that
can be manipulated by the viewer of that data. In addition to
the point cloud of the captured environment, the hologlyph
also contains any annotations anchored to that space. A
color-coded bounding box outlines the bounds of the
hologlyph region. If multiple Kinects are capturing the scene,

Teleportation – To navigate the hologlyph, the user can
transform it using the controllers, walk around in their own
space to change their viewpoint, or they can use
teleportation. Pressing the center of the trackpad activates a
standard projectile-based teleportation ray that allows the
user to navigate to any point within the hologlyph. The
hologlyph would then enlarge to 1:1 scale placing the user in
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the desired teleport location. Users can then adjust their
orientation by manipulating the hologlyph with standard
“grab, drag and scale” interactions in VR.

configurations that will provide substantial value and enable
more effective learning workflows.
Observation – this configuration is intended to support the
instructor modeling the desired behavior and might be most
useful within the cognitive phase of learning. Within this
configuration, the instructor is in AR with a view of their
environment, and the learner is in VR focusing on the
hologlyph and the video (Figure 6). The instructor would
perform the task they are intending to teach, potentially
annotating the points of interest. The learner could navigate
between videos and around the hologlyph to obtain novel
viewpoints and can annotate the instructor’s environment as
they ask questions. As the instructor can see the avatar
representing the learner’s viewpoint, they can ensure that the
learner is focusing on the right elements. The instructor can
also use the avatar to understand the viewpoint that the
learner would like to see, and maybe move a Kinect to that
location to give the learner a clear video feed from there.

Loki additionally supports snap-teleport points, which are
points where the Kinect cameras are present. These snapteleports are visualized by green circles, and when the user
teleports near these points, the teleport location snaps to that
of the snap-teleport and the video in the video player
switches to that of the corresponding Kinect in that location.
This increases the spatial context when choosing an
appropriate video feed in multi-camera settings.

What the Instructor can see

Annotations

Instructor
AR Mode

Learner
VR Mode

Annotations

Instructor Guidance – this configuration is intended to
support coaching and scaffolding, while the learner has a
concrete experience [26] and could be most useful in the
cognitive and associative phases of learning. Technically, it
is similar to ‘Observation’, however the roles are reversed
with the learner in AR and the instructor in VR (Figure 7).
Within this mode, the instructor can scaffold the learner as
they perform the task in their own environment, and provide
proactive cues, guidance or feedback on the performance
using annotations, voice and gesture.
What the Instructor can see

Learner’s in instructor space

Learner’s in learner’s space

Figure 5: Annotations in the local (solid lines) and remote
(outlined) spaces, as made by the instructor (orange) and the
learner (green).

Video of Learner

Hologlyph of
Learner

Instructor
Annotations

VR Mode

Learner
AR Mode

Annotations

What the Learner can see

Instructor’s in learner’s local space

Hologlyph of
Instructor

Figure 6: Observation enables learners to focus on the
instructor who is modeling the desired behaviour.

These annotations can facilitate communication and
feedback in a learning scenario. For instance, the learner can
use them to indicate a particular region of interest in their
workspace (e.g., where on a workbench they intend to place
items), or they can help instructors give guidance or feedback
on a learner’s actions similar to telestration [6], but within a
3D space. Other forms of annotations, beyond free-hand
curves, maybe interesting to explore in the future [34].
Instructor’s in instructor’s space

Synchronous
Avatar of Learner

What the Learner can see

Multi-Space Annotations – Loki features a novel bidirectional and context-specific 3D annotation system
(Figure 5). Within Loki there are two types of annotations:
Annotations by the user in the context of the local space are
rendered as solid lines, and those in the context of hologlyph
are rendered as outlined lines. For instance, annotations by
the local user in the remote space, achieved by annotating
within the hologlyph appear outlined to the local user, and in
solid line to the remote user in their respective environment.
These annotation types are available to both users, with the
color (orange or green) denoting the author of the annotation.
The type of annotation (local or remote) is determined by
context, with annotations created within the space of the
hologlyph defaulting to remote annotations and those outside
the hologlyph defaulting to local annotations, however this
behavior can be overridden using the menu.

Figure 7: Instructor guidance enables the instructor to provide
coaching and scaffolding, and for the learner to have a concrete
experience [26].

Sample Configurations

While the flexibility of Loki offers many different
configurations that might be useful depending on the
scenario, we believe that there are a few common

Work Along – this configuration is intended to support active
experimentation, and occasional feedback through coaching,
and is likely most useful within the associative and automatic
phases of learning. Within this configuration, both instructor
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Synchronous
Avatar of Learner

Synchronous
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Vive Tracker

Vive Tracker Receiver

Kinect v2

PC with RoomAlive
Toolkit Server

Instructor Room - Kinect Setup 2

What the Learner can see

What the Instructor can see

and learner are in AR, with the hologlyph and the video
positioned so they do not interfere with the primary task
(Figure 8). Depending on the spatial layout of the physical
rooms and the type of details required, the hologlyph may be
a small world-in-miniature sitting on a workbench, or it
could be a full 1:1 scale rendering. This configuration allows
for constant, low-touch collaboration while performing
independent work. The instructor can occasionally check on
the learner’s progress and interrupt them if necessary, to
provide guidance, or the learner can interrupt the instructor
if they have a question or need assistance.

Vive Tracker

Vive Tracker Receiver

Kinect v2

PC with RoomAlive
Toolkit Server

Learner Room
Learner Room - Kinect Setup 1
Vive Tracker

Vive Tracker Receiver

Kinect v2

Annotations

PC with RoomAlive
Toolkit Server

Learner Room - Kinect Setup 2

Figure 8: Work along enables feedback through coaching, and
allows the learner to actively experiment with the task.

Vive Tracker

Vive Tracker Receiver

Collaborative review – this configuration is intended to
support an opportunity for reflection and abstract
conceptualization and is likely useful throughout all stages
of learning. Within this configuration, both the instructor and
learner are in VR, viewing a common hologlyph and video
stream of the recorded data (Figure 9). This may be a
recording of either the instructor or the learner. In this view,
both users can see each other’s avatar, speak with each other
and collaboratively annotate the hologlyph. The instructor
could annotate key areas of interest (e.g., errors the learner
made, or parts of their own actions) and the learner can
indicate locations where they have questions or where more
details are needed for understanding the task.

Kinect v2

PC with RoomAlive
Toolkit Kinect Server

Instructor
VR Mode

Hologlyph of
Learner

Synchronous
Avatar of Instructor

Vive Headset &
Controllers
Vive Link Box
Instructor
Room's PC
hosting the VR
application

Learner Room's
PC hosting the
VR application

Vive Link Box

Vive Headset &
Controllers
Zed Mini
AR/VR Headset

render the MR content are gaming PCs with intel i7 chip,
nVidia GTX1080 graphics card and Unity 2018.3.
Rendering Mixed Reality

Loki is able to transition between AR and VR using the HTC
Vive headset and the ZED Mini. The ZED Mini is a stereo
pass-through camera (Having FOV - 85º(H) and 54º(V))
designed for AR applications, capable of depth mapping and
lighting estimation. These features allow it to process realtime object occlusions between the virtual and real worlds.
To maintain a consistent coordinate system between VR and
AR, the ZED Mini’s native inside-out tracking is disabled
and the Vive’s tracking is used instead. As the user switches
from AR to VR, the camera feeds from the ZED Mini are
disabled, and replaced with the VR camera’s render.

Annotations

Synchronous
Avatar of Learner

Zed Mini

Figure 10: Overview of the hardware configuration of Loki
across the two spaces.

What both the Instructor and Learner can see

Video of Learner

AR/VR Headset

As rendering large point clouds in AR can be taxing on the
computer, Loki uses custom shaders as well as reduces the
update frequency of the point cloud from its native 30fps to
10fps. This allows the AR experience to remain high quality
and responsive, while still giving the user enough context
about the remote environment. When switching to VR, the
framerate is increased providing a better experience when the
user’s attention is likely focused on the hologlyph.

Learner
VR Mode

Figure 9: Collaborative review provides an opportunity for
reflection, and allows for abstract conceptualization through a
shared VR experience.
IMPLEMENTATION

Loki consists of two symmetric hardware systems that each
leverage Kinect depth cameras for spatial capture, and an
HTC Vive [58] and ZED Mini [59] for the mixed reality
displays (Figure 10). The PCs that capture the Kinect data
are laptops running Windows with intel i5 chip. The PCs that

Communication

The two PCs communicate with each other through a custom
TCP/IP Unity plugin. The plugin serializes, sends and
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receives, and deserializes the custom data frame that Loki
uses to synchronize the experience across both PCs at
approximately 66Hz. This data frame includes the users’
hands and head positions, their current modes and controller
states, the tracked positions of the Kinects, and other
lightweight metadata needed to synchronize the systems.
The Kinect data (RGB-D data) is transmitted to the remote
PC using RoomAlive Toolkit’s KinectV2 Server [21]
program through a router. The RoomAlive toolkit handles
the data capture, compression and decompression of the
Kinect data. Audio between the two rooms was transmitted
through an IP telecom system.

Shared Playback Space

As the Kinect data and video is bandwidth intensive, it is
only stored on one of the PCs. During shared playback, the
data needs to be synchronized across both PCs. When a user
initiates playback of the remote user’s recording, the stream
of data is serialized in a binary file on a shared network drive.
Once it is copied successfully and the file stream is closed, a
‘ready for playback’ flag is updated to synchronize both
programs. The length of time to synchronize the binary file
data varies depending on the length of the recording but is
always under 10s for the durations tested (around 30-60
seconds of recorded content). The file is then opened in a
read-only mode and copied into a local buffer, while also
deserializing and processing the stream to an appropriate
data structure to support playback operations such as quickly
seeking to an instance.

Aligning Point Clouds

The HTC Vive Headset, controllers and trackers are tracked
by referencing HTC’s IR emitters mounted in each room.
The trackers are mounted to the Kinect cameras and track
their positions, which are then used to dynamically autocalibrate the multiple Kinect feeds at runtime. While the
original RoomAlive Toolkit renders a mesh of the scene, the
mesh tends to distort the finer details in the scene. This
distortion is problematic for teaching some physical tasks
where these finer details could play an important role.
Therefore, we instead render the raw-point clouds using the
Kinect’s RGB-D data frames assembled using the toolkit and
rendered using a custom shader. We then use a custom autocalibration script that uses the position data from the trackers
mounted on the Kinects to assemble and calibrate the
individual point-cloud of each of the Kinect. While there is
some offset between the point cloud captured by each Kinect,
for many tasks this error does not play a large role, and for
tasks where precision matters Loki can be run with a single
Kinect to eliminate this offset.

The synchronized coordination of network read-only streams
for playback ensures that both users operate with the same
set of file streams when they are in a playback. Following the
initial synchronization, a shared immersive telepresence
experience is facilitated through the sharing of playback
metadata like the time of playback and the video player state
as well as the spatially synchronized rendering of virtual
avatars and annotations in the coordinate space of the
respective playback rooms.
a.

Telepresence and Spatial Synchronization

Spatial consistency is essential to maintain coherent
telepresence between the two environments. The user’s
avatar, as well as annotations made within one hologlyph
must be accurately mapped to the augmented reality
environment of the other user. To perform this mapping,
Loki first computes the relative transform of the desired
object to one of the Kinects that render these point clouds, in
the coordinate system of the hologlyph. Once that relative
transform is computed, Loki renders a virtual copy of the
object of interest in the real environment of the remote
partner by computing its position with respect to the position
of the corresponding real Kinect in the remote room in its
own Vive coordinate system. We know the position of the
real Kinect in the remote room through the Vive tracker
attached to it. Once we have the basic pose, we can then
compute and render the scale of the rendered object as per
the use case scenario. To transfer an annotation from real
space to a corresponding hologlyph, we use the same
pipeline of transform but in the reverse direction. It is again
important to note that, since we use the dynamically Vivetracked position of Kinects as references between the two
coordinate systems, we could change the position of Kinects
and this pipeline ensures that the spatial transforms would
still function, enabling a robust telepresence experience.

Instructor’s view

Learner’s view
b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Figure 11: Overview of instructor coaching a learner through
learning to swing a baseball bat. The instructor observes the
learner’s initial swings through VR (a, b), then records their
performance for them to reflect on (c, d). After coaching, the
instructor guides the swing through a target placed in the
learner’s AR space (e, f).
SCENARIOS

To validate Loki and the utility of being able to transition
between various modes and data within a mixed reality, bidirectional, synchronous instructional experience we
implemented and assessed a number of instructional
scenarios that spanned Loki’s functionality. These scenarios
were carried out and tested with Loki by the authors. The
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enter a collaborative review to comment on the learner’s
swing action and indicates through annotations that the
action needs to be lowered (Figure 11c, d). Both sides then
switch to live data and the instructor annotates a target for
the learner to aim for, and offers real-time corrections to
overcome their repeated error (Figure 11e, f).

screenshots from those tests are included as figures in the
respective scenario subsections.
Teaching Guitar

To instruct a learner on how to play a certain chord (Figure
1), an instructor positions one Kinect near the neck of the
guitar, so the learner can view a high resolution video and
depth map of the fretboard. The other Kinect is placed in
such a manner so as to capture context and body pose in
which the guitar is being held and used. Next, they enter an
observation configuration where the instructor demonstrates
the proper fingering for the chord that they want the learner
to hold and strums the strings as they play the chord (Figure
1a, d). The learner, in VR, carefully watches the video and
point cloud and annotates to ask a question. Next, both users
enter AR in a work-along configuration, each with a live
fullscale point cloud in front of them (Figure 1b, e). The
instructor can watch the learner perform and offers feedback.
For instance, when the instructor hears a muffled note, they
quickly inspect the point cloud in real time and verbally
coach the learner on which finger needs to be moved. Later,
the learner is still playing incorrectly, so the instructor and
learner enter a collaborative review of the learner’s
performance, where the instructor scrubs to a particular point
in time where the finger looks like it’s touching the string
and they highlight the error for the learner (Figure 1c, f).
a.

e.

In mentoring a learner on clay sculpting, the instructor and
learner enter into an observation configuration where the
learner gets an overview of the task and the instructor begins
by forming the initial shape (Figure 12a , b). Following the
introduction, they then switch to the work-along
configuration, and the learner places the instructor’s point
cloud and video off to the side as they both work on their
own (Figure 12c, d). Since the learner was focused on their
own sculpture, they miss a critical step from the instructor.
Rather than re-perform the step and spoil the instructor’s
sculpture, both instructor and learner enter a collaborative
review of the instructor’s performance in VR where the
instructor reviews the steps they took and annotates them to
highlight important actions and tools used (Figure 12e, f).
a.

Learner’s view

Instructor’s view
b.

Learner’s view

Instructor’s view

c.

Sculpting

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

d.

f.
Figure 13: Overview of two peers working independently,
providing on-demand mentorship. One peer encounters an
issue joining two pieces of wood, and asks his peer for help,
who becomes the instructor. The instructor visits the peer in
VR to examine their environment and understand the problem
(a, b). The instructor then enters a demonstration mode, where
they switch to AR and demonstrate possible solutions for
joining the wood (c, d). The instructor then provides guidance
directly in the learner’s space to coach them in how to use the
tools they suggested (e, f).

Figure 12: Instructor teaching a novice, the sculpting
techniques for modeling a head. The instructor models the
behaviour for the learner, who is viewing the demonstration in
VR (a, b). Both users work alongside each other, with light
coaching and feedback (c, d). After the learner misses a critical
step, the instructor enters a collaborative review to highlight
the essential elements (e, f).

Workshop Learning through Peers

Two members of a woodworking community use Loki while
they are working as a means of convenient communication.
They have varied skillsets and often share tips with each
other. Primarily working in the work-along configuration,
both users focus on their task and place the remote peer in a
miniature scale to the side of their workbench, occasionally

Coaching Baseball

In coaching a person’s baseball swinging action, the learner
and instructor enter the instructor guidance configuration
where the instructor observes the learner and comments on
their performance (Figure 11a, b). After a few recorded
demonstrations from the learner, the instructor and learner
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observing their remote peer (Figure 13a, b). When one user
encounters an issue, such as uncertainty in how two wooden
pieces should be joined, they ask their remote peer for
assistance. The remote peer (now the instructor) then enters
instructor guidance to observe the environment and context
of the user through video and spatial capture. They see that
there are several options for the joint, such as metal brackets,
pocket holes, or more complex joinery (Figure 13c, d). Both
then transition to observation where the expert demonstrates
various types of points and coaches the user in how to use a
pocket hole jig to drill holes in their boards (Figure 13e, f).

... actually building myself and like I definitely need to be in
AR mode. But I think VR, it was nice if I was simply watching
and didn't want the table and other things to be in the way.”
Participants varied in the way they positioned, scaled and
used the hologlyphs during the different stages of learning.
Some liked to keep it small and kept it on the side as a
reference material, while others preferred it in 1:1 scale
directly opposite or beside them. They reasoned about the
tradeoffs between the point clouds and the video; P2: “the
point cloud was good because if I miss something in real
time, I could just turn around and see a slightly different
perspective…..and if you're in a video, you don't want to
switch between perspectives, toggle between several videos
just to find the right one.”; as well as how those tradeoffs
affect the usage of other features like annotations and
collaborative playback review; P5: “point cloud has benefit,
you get more 3D perception… you can annotate it in context
of the 3D scene.”

EXPLORATORY USER STUDY

We evaluated Loki and the utility of mode transitions by an
evaluation where participants learned foam carving to create
a 3D foam pyramid shown in Figure 14.
Procedure

The study required participants to learn a hot wire 3D foam
carving task over a 30-minute session from a remotely
located instructor (an author of this paper), using Loki. Prior
to the session, all users were given a 5-minute safety training
on the usage of the foam cutter, as well as a 15-minute
training session on the Loki system itself. We recruited 8
participants (2 male, 6 female, age range 22-34 years) from
within our institution. Participants were compensated with a
50CAD gift card.

Participants appreciated Loki’s ability to combine benefits of
different features such as annotations, videos, 3D models,
collaborative review and playback while also allowing for
easy transition across them. Most of them also felt that the
system helped them engage better with their partners in the
one-on-one learning setting of the study and made the
learning process enjoyable. P1 stated that the engagement
helps the learning process in an indirect manner; “It feels
more like you're connected to them…I think that it makes the
learning process more enjoyable, which would probably help
me learn.” Another participant talked about how this
engagement and telepresence gave rise to social dynamics of
movements in local versus remote spaces; P7: “If you invite
someone to your house, you feel more comfortable because
it's your space and, but if you visit your friend’s house, you
feel less comfortable because that's another's
house…[similarly] when [instructor] visits my space, I feel
very comfortable. But when I visit [instructor]'s
reconstructed space...I feel like I wanted to keep a social
distance and to move in a certain distance that does not make
him uncomfortable…Even though I know both are virtual
spaces, but I feel different.”

Figure 14: The end goal of the task - A 3D foam pyramid.
Measurement

After the session, the users completed a questionnaire
regarding their ability to understand the different elements of
the instruction as well as the utility of the different features
and modes of Loki. The ratings were based on a 5-point
Likert scale. Following the questionnaire, we then conducted
semi-structured interviews to better understand the value of
the different features of Loki to the participants.

The study found that participants successfully used Loki in
nuanced ways that exercised the different modes to
communicate with an instructor within a single learning
session. At the end of the study, participants came up with
interesting use case scenarios for Loki such as learning
activities like cooking, swinging a bat, arts and crafts,
origami folds, musical instruments such as flute, and
discussing sitting postures with physicians. For these
different use cases participants described how the different
features of Loki, can be used to accomplish the wide variety
of learning outcomes present in these tasks.

Results and Discussion

In the post-task questionnaire, all users agreed or strongly
agreed that the entire system was useful in understanding
what was being taught. Using this same metric, 7 of 8 users
found value in collaborative review, 6 in point clouds, 4 in
videos, 5 in instructors’ annotations and 5 in the ability to
switch between AR-VR modes. There were variations in
how participants preferred to use our system and it varied
depending on their personal learning styles and comfort.
Users reported that, they would use the system differently
depending on the task at hand. Most users first observed in
VR, then transitioned to AR to perform the task; P3: “if I was

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Through our explorations, we have found that there is utility
and value in a system that is able to capture and relay spatial
data. As different scenarios were examined and developed, a
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number of limitations were uncovered and some interesting
avenues for future work emerged.

or torque profiles, actuators to enable haptic experiences, or
novel methods of abstracting or presenting the captured data
may prove to be valuable in capturing and relaying skillrelated information.

There are some current technological limitations with the
system as implemented that we anticipate will be resolved in
the near future. The mixed reality hardware itself is
somewhat limiting: the headset can be cumbersome, with
cables occasionally interfering with the primary task, latency
of AR headset and the reduced field of view were restricting
to some users. Additionally, the controller interface itself
occupies the users’ hands and interferes with their
performance of the task. In the future, we anticipate that
headsets will become wireless and less intrusive, and voice
and gesture interactions will become more robust and
reliable allowing the system to be used in a hands-free
manner. The avatars are currently passive with no gaze and
finger movements. This is primarily due to commercially
available VR hardware. Gaze tracking is not yet common in
VR headsets. While systems (Kinect, Leap) can track
body/hand pose, these approaches usually fail when users
interact with physical objects, as they do in most physical
tasks Loki addresses. Once tracking is reliable, it would be a
valuable extension to the avatars. Additionally, in our
implementation, users occasionally experience interference
between the Vive headset and the Kinect which caused a
temporary loss of tracking. Hardware that uses light in
different bands could alleviate this issue.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have introduced a broader design space for
exploring the domain of MR-based live instruction. We then
presented Loki, a system that supports this flexible
exploration for remote teaching of physical skills. By
supporting a range of modalities and various mechanisms for
data capture and rendering, Loki provides a rich
communication medium that leverages spatial data, video,
annotations and playback that helps connect people as they
teach and learn real-world tasks. We showed the value of
these different features by describing a variety of scenarios
we carried out, from teaching guitar to aiding in sculpting
and peer learning. We then described a qualitative user
evaluation which showed that users were able to use Loki
and found the different features and modes of Loki valuable.
While some limitations to this technology exist, there is a
range of interesting research questions that have emerged
from this exploration.
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There is a rich space to explore with annotations within this
context. Currently, the utility of live annotations is somewhat
limited, and they are primarily useful for static objects, as
moving objects become misaligned with their static
annotations. One area of interest would be examining
annotations that snap to content and stay attached even as
that content moves through space and time. Additionally,
authoring of temporal annotations seem like a rich space to
explore. Adapting some of the techniques proposed in prior
dynamic illustration work [23, 24, 34] could allow for very
rich annotations, or even annotations that the expert and
learner could interact with (e.g., creating a virtual baseball
that moves along a trajectory and varies its speed).
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